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The Steven L Newman Real Estate Institute & the Building Performance Lab are housed in a historic building on the Baruch College campus in the heart of New York City. Over the past 3 years, we have partnered on several initiatives, including the New York City Building Performance Stakeholder Consortium, a consortium of more than 200 members drawn from the green real estate sector. Members include the GSA, EPA Region 2, Con Ed, the Mayor’s Office of Long Term Planning, and the Clinton Climate Initiative. Over the past two years, the Lab has partnered with city agencies, unions, and property management firms to train operators and facility managers with the Building Operator Certification curriculum. The Building Performance Lab and the Newman Real Estate Institute won a grant from the EPA Region 2 to build a website to bring some of that curriculum and resources to a wider audience. The website, which we’re calling the Building Performance Toolkit, will launch this fall. The Toolkit is part of the Institute’s overall online effort. It recently revamped its website with the goal of highlighting sustainability programs and better integrating then Lab and Institute’s relationship.This project, Benchmark Green, is another step in that effort.



Our Vision

OUTCOMES & IMPACTS of the Certificate Program

Curriculum will address knowledge and training deficiencies among 
Building Operators, Property Managers & Portfolio Asset 
Managers

Content will focus on three broad areas: Financing, Technology, Project 
Execution

Courses will strengthen careers for those who obtain certification

Courses will represent a clarity of consensus in the market about what 
Property/Asset Managers should know for energy project 
decision-making
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Curriculum will address knowledge and training deficiencies among Building Operators, Property Managers & Portfolio Asset ManagersContent will be current to industry needs  Courses will strengthen careers for those who obtain certificationCourses will represent a clarity of consensus in the market about what Property/Asset Managers should know for energy project decision-making



Project Schedule

YEAR 1
Each phase     
= 6 months

YEAR 2
Each phase 
= 4 months

Curriculum &
Website 

Development

Pilot
Offering

Market Consultation 
on

Preliminary Product

Needs Assessment
&

Product Definition

Syllabus Development
&

Web Platform Strategy
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Here you can see our two-year phased schedule. We’ll look at both years in detail – as well as the milestones we’ve laid out for ourselves -- but I wanted to give you an idea of the project as a whole. The first year consists of two phases, both six months each, and the second year consists of three phrases, 4 months each. Now we’ll take a closer look at Year One.



Online Education Platforms

Blackboard

Epsilon 

New York Times Knowledge Network

iTunes University

Moodle

eLeaP

… and many more …
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PROJECT SUB-OBJECTIVES							       	Building Operators will learn:to manage the planning process for assessing and improving building operations and systems (including retrofits and new technologies)to apply metrics for energy resource use, productivity and occupant health and satisfaction + develop understanding of the impacts they have on cash flows and asset valueto finance projects with internal and external partners and resources using incentives of various kinds and alternative project finance structures i.e. performance contractingto learn to achieve standards and certifications of properties, staff and organizational processes



Blackboard
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PROJECT SUB-OBJECTIVES							       	Building Operators will learn:to manage the planning process for assessing and improving building operations and systems (including retrofits and new technologies)to apply metrics for energy resource use, productivity and occupant health and satisfaction + develop understanding of the impacts they have on cash flows and asset valueto finance projects with internal and external partners and resources using incentives of various kinds and alternative project finance structures i.e. performance contractingto learn to achieve standards and certifications of properties, staff and organizational processes



Spectrum of Engagement

[spectrum – from Webinar to Web-Based Projects]
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PROJECT SUB-OBJECTIVES							       	Building Operators will learn:to manage the planning process for assessing and improving building operations and systems (including retrofits and new technologies)to apply metrics for energy resource use, productivity and occupant health and satisfaction + develop understanding of the impacts they have on cash flows and asset valueto finance projects with internal and external partners and resources using incentives of various kinds and alternative project finance structures i.e. performance contractingto learn to achieve standards and certifications of properties, staff and organizational processes



Marketing & Commercialization: Society Sponsors
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PROJECT SUB-OBJECTIVES							       	Building Operators will learn:to manage the planning process for assessing and improving building operations and systems (including retrofits and new technologies)to apply metrics for energy resource use, productivity and occupant health and satisfaction + develop understanding of the impacts they have on cash flows and asset valueto finance projects with internal and external partners and resources using incentives of various kinds and alternative project finance structures i.e. performance contractingto learn to achieve standards and certifications of properties, staff and organizational processes



Marketing & Commercialization: Corporate Sponsors
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PROJECT SUB-OBJECTIVES							       	Building Operators will learn:to manage the planning process for assessing and improving building operations and systems (including retrofits and new technologies)to apply metrics for energy resource use, productivity and occupant health and satisfaction + develop understanding of the impacts they have on cash flows and asset valueto finance projects with internal and external partners and resources using incentives of various kinds and alternative project finance structures i.e. performance contractingto learn to achieve standards and certifications of properties, staff and organizational processes



Marketing & Commercialization: Webinars
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PROJECT SUB-OBJECTIVES							       	Building Operators will learn:to manage the planning process for assessing and improving building operations and systems (including retrofits and new technologies)to apply metrics for energy resource use, productivity and occupant health and satisfaction + develop understanding of the impacts they have on cash flows and asset valueto finance projects with internal and external partners and resources using incentives of various kinds and alternative project finance structures i.e. performance contractingto learn to achieve standards and certifications of properties, staff and organizational processes



Lessons Learned

1. Use the platform of least resistance

2. Play to the strengths of online learning

3. … but whenever possible, emphasize interactivity & teamwork

4. Develop a marketization strategy that fits the delivery: online, 
personalized

5. Explore new technologies: mobile aps, gaming, etc.
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PROJECT SUB-OBJECTIVES							       	Building Operators will learn:to manage the planning process for assessing and improving building operations and systems (including retrofits and new technologies)to apply metrics for energy resource use, productivity and occupant health and satisfaction + develop understanding of the impacts they have on cash flows and asset valueto finance projects with internal and external partners and resources using incentives of various kinds and alternative project finance structures i.e. performance contractingto learn to achieve standards and certifications of properties, staff and organizational processes



Thank you!

For more information, please feel free to contact me

Nora Sherman
Deputy Director, CIUS Building Performance Lab

nora.sherman@baruch.cuny.edu

646-660-6978
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My colleagues Jack and Michael and I would be happy to answer any questions. Thank you!
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